CleanCeiling - M

**Lightweight Cleanroom Ceiling**
- Quick installation
- Not walkable
- Hygienic design
- Tight construction

**CleanCeiling™ M**

The non walkable monobloc ceiling (M) is suitable for installation in extremely restricted spaces and when service from above is not necessary. This ceiling is installed from below and is sealed with a colour-customized compound that is applied in between the ceiling elements.

The ceiling panels are manufactured out of double sided hot-galvanized steel plating, with an insulation material inside. The cleanroom side is painted with a food-quality polyester lacquer (25 µm). Standard colour is white RR20.

The ceiling can be designed to meet the requirements for fire resistance.

When engineering a cleanroom ceiling, modules of a common size are generally preferred. This approach maintains flexibility and facilitates the substitution of single elements in the cleanroom set-up.

The suspension of the cleanroom ceiling is very flexible, as the pendants can be shifted in the framework. This enables simple adjustment to other installations above the cleanroom.

The finished ceiling, with soft-joined panels, is a very tight design. There is no detectable leakage through the CleanPlus CleanCeiling at a pressure difference of up to 80 Pa.

The ceiling is not walkable.